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Looks Do Make A Difference
-graphic organizers for learning -

Joseph N, Cronk
Univeryity of Ne'rada"
Las Vegas

isual depictions such as graphic
organizers, webs, networks, and
time sequence figures have

increasingly been used as instructional adjuncts
for teaching concepts to students with leaming
disabilities. With only a few exceptions, for
example, Bulgren's Concept Teaching Routine,
this kind of instructional tool has been used in
an isolated manner and not merged with a
complete instructional routine. Visual
depictions have also been used primarily for
enhancing text comprehension. By relegating
the use of visual depictions to textual leaming
only, we miss an opportunity to use this
method in other leaming contexts. This is true
especially considering that much of teaching
during class time occurs via lecture/discussion
format. Therefore, it makes sense for teachers
to use visual depictions to enhance studeni
leaming in this instructional context, too.

The Center for Research on Leamins staff
and affiliates have been developing
instructional routines which visualize
depictions. Crank and Bulgren (1993) outlines
and explains the many t'?es of visual
depictions presented in the educational
literature finding several dozen different kinds
of visual organizers. However, significantly
missing from most of the studies was an
explanation of how to incorporate the visual
depiction in an overall instructional routine. In
ar effort to address this Crank (1990)
developed The Visual Depiction Instructional
Routine which incorporates both visual
depictions ard a complementary set of
instructional cues. The intent of this article is
to present a synopsis on how visual depictions
can be used effectively in direct teacher-led

class instruction of content area information.

Why Use Yisual Depictions?

Table 2 on page 3 gives the steps for
developing information into visual depictions.
This is a guide for selecting the appropriate
kind of depiction for the information the
teacher want to present to the class. Once it is
decided that the content is important enough to
visuallv enhance. it is time to decide how best

Table I

Improving Instruction and Student
Leamine with Visual DeDictions

Visual Depictions Can:

* highlight important information
* interrelate ideas or concepts of the

lecture topic(s)
* organize information
* compensate for inconsiderate texts
* connect current information to previous

knowledge
* compensate for poor listening
* be symbolic and emotive
* be strategic
* activate siudent through novelty
* be deyeloped to incorporate most lecture

topics or kinds of information

to depict it. Given that there are many, many
types of visual depictions, how is it decided
which one is best to use? Although there are
dozens of types of visual depictions, we have
found there are three or four basic kinds of
depiction structures which are instructionally

(continued on page 2)
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Figure 1

Structur€ and Content of Visual DeDictions
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(cofltinue.l from Page 1)

appropriate for much of the
information presented in content area
classes. This is because much ofthis
kind of information is expository in
nature, for example, categorical,
compare/contrast, and sequential, thus
the information is amenable to visual

depictions, comparative depictions'

or linear/directional depictions.

Exarnples of these OPes of

depictions are offered in Figure I

and 2 on pages 2 & 4. Figure 1

shows how irformation is presented

in the different types of depictions

depending on the focus of the

information. Each visual in Figure 1

depicts some aspect of "propaganda "

Types of propaganda are presented in

the first visual. Effects of propaganda

in merchandising are shown in the

second, and differences and similaritres

between types of propaganda are in the

(continued on Page 3)
nresentadon in cennal or hierarchical 
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Table 2
Steps for Developing Information and Visual Depictions

Step I Choose the topics you want
to present to your students.

a. Prepare as usual using curriculum guides, text
teacher's malual. lesson Dlans. etc.

Step 2 Decide what information you want
to enhanca with depictions.

a. Depict the most important information.
b. Depict information the students should remember

for quizzes or tests.
c. Depict information which is prerequisite for a

following class.
d. Depict information which you subjectively believe

is worth the added effort.
e. Depict information which students may have

difficulty leaming from lecture only.

Step 3 Decide if the information could be
presented with one of the depictions
presented in the haining manual,

a. Look for a pattem in the way the text presents
the information.

b. Decide if the information is categorical.
c. Decide if the information is sequential.
d. Decide if the information is compare/conhast.
e. Decide if another depiction would be appropriate.

Step 4 Choose the depiction from the
marual which would best enhanca
the information.

a. Select a hierarchical/central depiction.
b. Select a sequential or directional depiction.
c, Select a compamtive depiction.
d. Select another depiction.

Step 5 Develop the depiction before class
or have the depiction firmly in
mind so as to be prepared for the
lesson presentation.

a. Read the manual for examples of depictions,
b. Draw the depiction.
c. Place the information. works. phrases in

appropriate spaces/cells.

Step 6 During class, redevelop the depiction
while discussing the instructional
information with the students.

a. Use the instructional cues.

(continued from page 2)
third, Each ofthese are examples of
categodcal, sequential, or compare/
contrast information pattems.

Figure 2 gives another example
of how categorical information is
illustrated in a central depiction. In
this case the topic is "Gypsies," and
basic misconceptions about "Gypsies"

are presented in a central type visual.
A simple web or two level graphic
typifies this hierarchical or categodcal
information.

A more complete descriprion of
information pattems and the different

kinds of depictions is presented in the
Visual Deoiction Instructional
Routine Manual. Merging the use of
visuals into a complete instructional
shategy requires using appropriate
instructional cues.

What Kind of Instructional Cues
Complement the Depiction?

It has been found that depictions
are most effective in instruction when
used with specific cues which orient
the student to various aspects of the
actual depiction and its ropical

content therefore engaging students ln
the leaming process. Table 3 on page
4 gives ten types ofcues which
complement the visual depiction,
Some cues are short and simple,
othe6 are somewhat more complex
but all are easily merged in the
teaching session. For example. it is
important to tell the student the name
or the type of depiction being used.
For instance, if the topical matter is
"propaganda" and the instructor is
teaching the differences between the
kinds ofpropaganda, the teacher

continued on
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Figure 2

Example of Categorical Content Presented with a
Central Visual DePiction

What Outcornes Can Be ExPected?

This routine has been field tested

with mainstreamed leaming and non-

leaming disabled students. When the

instructional strategy is used in its

€ntirety there has been a better
performance on post instruction quiz
scores of between ten to seventeen per
cent. These kinds of improvements
seem modest, but they clearly
represent the difference, potentially,
between passing and failing a test or
class. The power of this instructional
routine may well be greater when
paired with other strategic methods of
instruction such as the Advance
Organizer. The outcomes ofusing the
Visual Depiction Instructional
Routine seem to reinforce the notion
that organization of information is
important in leaming, and the way
teachers organize and Present
information is critical for leaming to
occur. When looking at the use of
this singular routine, it merges well
with strategic leaming and instruction
and encouraged in the sfategies
Implementation Model. I

(continued fron Page 3)

would use a comparative depiction.
At the beginning of the leaming
session, the teacher would tell the
students: "We are leaming about
propaganda and the visual depiction
we are going to use is a comPare/
contrast graphic which will show us
how the tyPes of Propaganda are
similar and different." These simple
but important cues indicate important
forthcoming information, how it will
be presented, or the relationship
between old and new information. As
Tabte 2 irdicates, other cues engage
the sudent in other asPects of the
leaming task. For example, at the end
of the learning session the teacher
may refer back to the visual
depictions and use them in
summarizing the lesson.

1993-94 STRATEGRAM
RENEWAL FORM

Mail a $13 (+ tax) check or money
order and this form to:

Strategram
University of Kansas Center for

Research on Learning
Room 3061 Dole Human

Develooment Center
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

' Table 3

Ilsltttcliomlcrres
1. State the name of the visual depiction.
2. Tell the student to look at the visual depiction.
3. Tell the student that the clepicted information is important and why'

4. Tell the student they need to record or remember the visual'

5. State how the depicted information rclates to the most recently
presented material.

6. Physically draw attention to the depicted information'

?. Make completed statements about each element of information

in the depiction.
8. Explain the relationships between the topics or concepts'

9. Ask students to discuss the topic in the depiction.
10. Use the depiction when summarizing the lesson.
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SLATVT Espaniol
by

Gail Cheever
The migrant education teachers in the Central

Valley of California, Migrant Education Regions 3 and
5 recently submitted the Spanish translation for the
SLANT mnemonic. The teachers work with the
English As A Second Language program in these
areas. They felt that the strategy could be beneficial
to the students in the program if the translation could
be provided. After several revisions and
consultations with Spanish educators the translation
on below has proven successful in these programs.
lf there are any questions about the use of strategies
with the English As A Second Language Programs
the following educators would be willing to answer
them:

Linda Schaeffer
Staff Development Coordinator
Migrant Education Region 3
632W 13
Merced CA 95340

Armando Vasquez
Staff Develooment Coordinator
Migrant Region 5
5801 Sundale Ave
Bakersfield CA 93309

SIM: As an Application for Learning Disabled
Juvenile Offenders

by
Jennifer Platt

University of Central Florida
Cocoa, Florida

The Strategies Intervention Model has been shown to
have wide applicability for studenrs with leaming
disabilities and other low achievers in diverse settings.
This has been demonstrated by its success in all levels of
regular education and support class situations. Recently,
the Strategies Intervention Model has proven successful
with juvenile offenders with leaming disabilities in
correctional settings.

In recen! years attention has focused on the
ovenepresentation of individuals with disabilities in
corectional populations. Adolescents with leaming
disabilities comprise a high percentage of the incaxcerated
with estimates ranging ftom ten percent to fifty percent.
(Nelson, Rutherford, and Wolford, 1987). Due to the large
numbers of youth in correctional facilities who are at risk
and have leaming disabilities, it is imperative that we
develop and field test interventions to meet the unique
needs of this population. In that way, we can maximize
their opportunities for success as they transition to school,
home, work, and community settings upon their release
ftom the correctional facility, Traditional instructional
approaches for adolescents and adults with leaming
problems have focused on the teaching ofbasic skills and
content. The skills approach is typically not appropdate
for this population because the individual is often
functioning at a low achievement level (for example, third
or fourth grade ) which is difficult to increase even with
intense instruction. Furthermore, basic skills may be
difficult for adolescents and adulrs, including adjucated
youth with learning disabilities, to apply outside the
classroom and may not be particulaxly meaningful to them.
The content approach tends to increase dependence by
placing the responsibility for learning upon a tutor or
remedial teacher. Once the support system is no longer
available, the individual is usually not able to
independently complete tasks. This approach is not
appropriate for challenged offenders because their
educational support system is no longer available upon
their release ftom the corectional facility.

Compared to traditional instructional approaches, the
Strategies Intervention Model appears to be a viable
altemative for the corectional population because: a) it is
designed to meet academic,social, and motivational needs
of individuals al risk for failure: b) ir promoles
independent functioning and problem solving, and c) it
emphasizes maintenance and generalization of skills and
strategles.

(continued on page 6)
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(continued front page 5)

Description of Project
Florida, along with many other

states in the nation, has recognized
and is addressing the need for quality
correctional education programs. In
1989-90, approximately forty
thousand youth werc detained in
juvenile detention centers and five
thousard were detained in juvenile

commitment facilities. Furthermore,
a majority of these offenders have
been or can be expected to be
identified as having disabilities, and
will therefore, need special education
services.

The challenge to Florida's
education staff in delinquent and
correctional facilities it to meet the
many diverse needs of the growing
population of youthful offenders. To
assist the corectional educators
federal funding was obtained from the
Office of Special Education Programs
(OSEP). This rcsulted in the
development of eleven university
level courses, or teaching modules,
including areas such as academic and
vocational assessment and
programming, behavior management,
personaVsocial skills, and leaming
strategies. Corectional educators
participated in these courses to meet
state certification requirements in
special education.

Project Participants
The participants who enrolled in

the Leaming Strategies course
consisted of thirty-two corectional
educatols, sixteen male and sixteen
female. All participants were
working with offenders under the age
of twenty-one, with twenty-five
teaching in academic settings and
seven teaching in vocational settings.
They represented nine adult facilities
and onejuvenile detention center. At
the conclusion of lhe course twenly-
seven correctional educators had
completed all requirements.

Methodology
The Leaming Strategies Module

was developed by Dr. Marty Beech

and field-tested by Jenny Platt dudng
the thiee year funding period, 1989-
92. Specific strategies were selecleo
and taught to the offenders to help
them independently solve problems
and take an active role in planning
and directing their lives so that
opportunities for successful reentry
would be maximized. The module
was offered in two three-day sessions
over a four month time period. The
content ofthe training included: a)
orienting the participants to the
Strategies Inshuctional Approach, the
Sftategies Intervention Model, and the
Learning Stategies Cuniculum; b)
discussing the characteristics of
juvenile offenders with leaming
disabilities; c) teaching the
pafi icipants specific leaming
strategies, and d) when necassary,
generating solutions to problems of
implementation. Approximately half
the pafticipants were trained in the
Paraphrasing Strategy and the other
hall in theWoft ldentification
StralegJ. In addition, just over half
were trained in the Te.rt-Tafir1g
Strqteg!. The rcmaining participants
(pdmarily vocational teachers) met to

discuss further adaptation and
modifications that would be required
to make the strategies workable in
vocational settings. Participants were
asked to implement either the
P araphrasing Strategy or the Word
I dentification Strategy at their
facilities.

Results
Project participants reported that

the P arap hr asin g and W or k
I dentification shategies produced
impressive results among the inmates.
The Work ldentification appearcd to
be highly applicable to the inmate's
needs because it provided them a
quick and effective method to attack
unknown words, was easily mastered,
and was generalized to different
materials and situations.

Each inmate's reading level and
grade level were identified. Grade
level was determined by the gradethe
inmate's would be attending if they
were in school (for example, eleventh
grade). Reading level was determined
by checking the inmate's reading

(continued on page 7)

Table I
Subject #6: Pretest, Controlled Practice, Advanced Practice'

Posttest, and Maintenance Probe Scores
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score on an achievement test (for
example, fifth grade).

Results were reported for
pretests, conftolled practice tests,
advanced practice tests, and posttests.
These tests produced scores in word
recognition, with ninety-nine percent
required for mastery, and
comprehension, sixty-fiye percent
corect required for mastery. Each
inmate was asked to read a one
hundred word passage aloud and
answgr five questions about the
passage. His or her performance was
then compared to the criteria for
mastery.

Results are reported for six of the
juvenile offenders. Subject #1 was
given four conholled practice tests in
both word recognition and
comprehension. The teacher did not
repon his pretest and posttest scores.
but on conholled practice tests, tlle
student met mastery criteria for
comprehension and scored close to
mastery on word recognition. His
teacher commented, "I hope I'm not
getting my expectations up, but this
sffategy worked so well for this
student, I'm going to see if I can
incorporate it into my regular
curriculum.

For subject #2 and #3 the teacher
reported pretest, contolled practice,
and advanced practice scores.

Subject #2 was close to mastery
in the word recognition pretest, and
achieved mastery during the second
controlled practice. The subject
scored above the mastery level in both
advanced practice attempts. Hescored
eigthy percent corect during the
comprehension pretest, but scored
thirty percent in the second controlled
practice attempt. He did achieve and
maintain ninety percent in the third
conholled practice and fint and
second advanced practice attempts.
Subject #2's teacher reported that his
confr olled practice comprehension
score of thirty percent was due to the
fact thatjust prior to taking his test he
was told that he was going home.
The teacher commented that during a

sell evaluation rhe student slaled lhal
the Word Identi[ication Strotegy hao
helped them increase their ability to
figure out words. Before this teacher
taught the strategy she used comput€r
programs to teach prerequisite skills
and used allemative reading material(
such as the newspaper to apply the
sraregy.

Subject #3 achieved mastery and
maintained it after the second word
recognition contl olled practice
attempts. The comprehension scores
were above mastery in the pretesl.

Subject #4 who reads at a
seventh grade reading level,
completed a pretest, four controlled
practice tests, and a posttest. His
scores improved ftom seventy
percent conect in the pretest to
mastery by the third controlled
practice attempr. His comprehension
scores improved from fifty percent to
one hundred percent by the third
controlled practice. His pretests and
posttests were taken from a college
biology textbook. During the time
the student was working on the
strategy he spent time in the library

reading and decoding words using the
Word ldentification Strate g!. T'lrcy
discussed using this strategy in the
future and he will be taking his pre-
GED test next month.

Subject #5, who reads at a third
grade reading level, would like to get
his GED. His teacher reported that he
practiced using the strategy when
reading sports and wildlife magazines.
He completed a pretest, three
confiolled practice tests, and a
posltest, His scores began at eighty
seven percent and improyed to

(continued on page I

Table 2
Subject #6: Pretest, Controlled Practice, Advanced Practice,

Posttest, and Maintenance Probe Scores
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mastery in word recognition by the
third controlled practice attempt. His
comprehension scores improved from
fifty percent in the pretest to one
hundred percent in the third
controlled practice. He scored an
eighty percent on the posttest.

Subject #6, was reading at the
fifth grade level, wanted his GED,
and had been working hard in class.
However, he was not making good
progress, After the posttest of the
stategy the teacher conducted
maintenance probes to monitor his
application ofrhe strategy. See Tabl€
I on page 6 for word r€cognition
scores, and Table 2 on page 7 for
cornprehension scores. His progress
has been remarkable. The results
were significant enough to encowage
the application of the strategy to the
"Back to School Program."

EYaluation of the Learning
Strategies Module

The correctional educators who
implemented the Ward I dentification
Strategy were pleased with the results
that the juvenile offenders achieved
The inmates made impressive gains
and some spoke of opportunities to
apply the strategy upon their release
from the correctional sening.
Teachers in academic settings

The Universlty of Kansas
Canter for Flesearch on L€arning
Rm. 3061 Bobsrt Dol€ Bldg,
Lawrence, Kansas 66045-2342
1-913-864"4780

Address change requ€ted

appeared to implement leaming
strategies more easily than those in
vocational classes. To address this,
participants suggested that it would be
helptul to do ajob analysis in
vocational classes to determine which
leaming strategies are needed and
how to make them more applicable to
those settinss.

Sumrnary and Conclusion
Overall, tlle consensus among the

participants was that the Paraphrasing
and W ord I de ntificatioz stl ategies
were extlemely effective. In their
discussions about the use of leaming
strategies with juvenile offenders,
teachers stated that they will continue

to use strategies. Correctional
educators also commented on the
inmates' enthusiasm for sffategies ard
about their intent to generalize
sftategies to other situations and
settings. When necessary. teachers
made modifications to increase the
success of the sfiategies in the
corectional setting.

The Strategies Intervention
Model appears to be a promising
altemative for adolescents ard adults
in juvenile correctional facilities. The
emphasis on how to learn makes this
approach one that can be generalized
to other situations and settings so that
after the offender is released, he or
she can apply these strategies
independently.

Though visits to conectional
facilities, discussions with
correctional educators, and an
examination of the curriculum for
juvenile offenders, personnel in
correctional and special education can
identify the leaming strategies that are
the most relevant for academic and
vocational settings. These stralegies
can then be implemented into any
subject area. Further field testing of
leaming stmtegies in correctional
settings is recommended to determine
optimum methods of implementing
this curricular approach with juvenile
offenders. I
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